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Faith-Rest Drill: Doctrine of Divine Decrees: Human Free Will & the Divine Decrees, 1-13
[NOTE: Bible classes for Sunday, 6 June 1999 (both sessions) were a D-Day Special: From D-Day to Kosovo]

IX.	Human Free Will & the Divine Decrees:
1)	God created each human soul at the moment of selection.  The essence of the human soul includes a volition, or human free will.
2)	It was not God’s desire when he decreed to create mankind that man use his free will to sin.
3)	Nevertheless, God permits those things that He does not personally desire or approve.
4)	These things are permitted indirectly and include sin, human good, and evil.
5)	Therefore when God decreed to permit the Fall it was not a part of His directive will but His permissive will.
6)	Consequently, God is not the Author of sin, human good, or evil.  Human free will is the source of these things.
7)	Thus the Fall is a clear indication that human volition is truly free.  This freedom allows us to make choices and commit actions which are not a part of God’s desire for the human race.
8)	This brings us back to our foundational principle regarding the doctrine of divine decrees: in human history, the sovereignty of God and the free will of man must coexist by divine decree.
9)	God’s sovereignty always has the upper hand over human failure.  Sin is the result of errant free will; it is recorded in the PROM chip, and is permitted by God.


10)	On the other hand, the cross is the result of the directive will of God, it is recorded in the ROM chip, and it neutralizes sin.
11)	Human free will can oppose the desires of God but in the end divine integrity is maintained and God’s plan move forward without a hitch.
12)	Totally depraved mankind, equipped with free will, must face the critical issue of Jesus Christ being the divine solution to his sin problem.
13)	The two wills meet at the cross—God’s sovereignty provides the Savior, human volition has the freedom to accept or reject Him.


